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STAGEDEX RAMP
Designed to further expand the possibilities of the 
StageDex range, the multipurpose StageDex Ramp offers 
a perfect solution for rolling equipment on and off stage, 
wheelchair access, or more creative applications such as 
car shows, walkways and fashion catwalks.
 
The StageDex Ramp comprises three basic elements:
• Standard StageDex staging
• Adjustable legs fitted with stabilizers (SM-RP-L-ADJ-...)
• Aluminium side profiles (SM-RP-BE2)
 
The specially designed side profiles have been 

engineered to absorb the forces from heavy loads, such 
as cars, meaning the StageDex Ramp can withstand up 
to 750 kg/m – the same allowable loading as standard 
StageDex staging.
 
The Ramp has a standard sloping angle of 7,5 degrees, 
but is adjustable between 0 and 22 degrees using a 
plate connected to the legs. This system ensures the 
resulting forces from loading are transferred at the 
correct angle into the leg. Notches on top of the profiles 
keep the staging in place once the ramp is built. A 
standard coupling profile allows the sloping section to be 
connected to staging at either end.
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Photos: Prolyte

 
Advantages:
•  Can absorb horizontal forces resulting from eventual 

wind forces on  
the roof.

•  Interfaces for smaller Prolyte roof systems available.
•  Fit for various brands of staging by using special adapt-

ers to secure  
your decks.

•  The maximum allowable load of 750 kg/m² and 10% hori-
zontal load are guaranteed.

•  Standard stage elements provide your stage floor.
•  Fast assembly, no tools and a minimum amount of loose 

parts.

Ballast system:
Stages are often used in combination with temporary 
roof structures. If used correctly, the weight of your 
stage floor may lower the ballast values of your roof 
construction. The EasyFrame B support system is con-
structed such that the complete stage floor is intercon-
nected. If the stage is lifted at one end, the complete 
stage will be lifted. Only constructions that comply with 
these criteria may act as ballast system for roof construc-
tions. Apart from this fact, the EasyFrame B is suitable 
to absorb the horizontal forces resulting from the base 
sections of the roof towers. Prolyte can supply interfaces 
for the smaller Prolyte roof systems. 

EASYFRAME B 
System Description:
EasyFrame B is a support frame suitable for indoor or 
outdoor use. The frame racks are available in several 
heights and lengths. The frames connect to the legs with 
a standard 4-way connection by means of a locking pin. 
Due to the closed topside, assembly is possible with only 
one technician. After positioning, the frames are stable 
and freestanding, and will not topple over. Spindle feet, 
placed in the bottom of the frames, make it possible to 
level the stage at an exact position and to vary the height 
of your stage floor. 

Code:
SM-F-B-R• 000100,  rack 1000 mm height, minimum 

stage floor height variable between 
1200-1600 mm.

SM-F-B-R• 000150,  rack 1500 mm height, minimum stage 
floor height variable between 1700-
2100 mm.

SM-F-B-R• 000200,  rack 2000 mm height, minimum 
stage floor height variable between 
2200-2600 mm.

EASYFRAME B


